Tanann, God of Magic, Wizardry and Secrecy

Even Tanann's own followers are unsure of the god's agenda. Or even his appearance. He appears in tales as a human-shaped cloud of smoke, with glowing red eyes suspended in the form. Those tales are often concerned with Tanann's quest for personal power, which doesn't exactly help his reputation. As far as anyone can tell, he cares little for the affairs of mortals, but some still receive his favor through bizarre rituals. Legend has it that he raised the island of Tanan from the seas by spurring the volcano Tanalus on to erupt.


Sliros, God of Mercy, Vengeance, and the Forsaken

Few gods maintain a significant presence on Mote, but Sliros defies this rule. Some claim that it is proof of Mote's relative unimportance in the scheme of creation, some just point to the strife-torn history of the world. Still, many accounts persist of the god actually walking the surface of Mote, clad as ever in his steel scale armor, bearing his scythe-bladed staff. The god is favored by the lower classes and castes, who he is said to look out for.


Mariona, Goddess of Peace

Mariona's presence on Mote is generally weak, something frequently commented on by historians who fancy themselves as witty. Her boon is most frequently bestowed upon healers and true champions of peace, though dire times have seen a few of her champions take up arms against a greater foe. She is generally seen as a dwarf with a smooth dark face, though few claim to have seen her. Even nonbelievers can be heard calling out to her, usually just as they are being mugged.


Kyrophius, God of Trickery

Kyrophius appears as a lacewing with oddly elf-like features, something which has puzzled followers for aeons. Still, the god finds favor with thieves of all races, and is often considered to be the patron god of the lacewings. Temples to the god are few and far between, at least the public ones. Stories abound of clandestine orders devoted to the God of Trickery, seeking to establish a shadowy order to dominate the affairs of Mote. Such stories are more than likely garbage, probably.


Liea, Goddess of Fire and Stone

Liea's followers tend to gather in sun-scorched valleys and lava-scarred hills. The goddess herself appears as a human with long tresses of molten fire, and eyes full of glowing embers. Her followers tend to be wizards and craftsmen, seeking to channel her power and energy into their own work. As a result, temples to the goddess are often found in the parts of cities where artisans toil at their trades, and among conclaves of wizards.


Phol-phoram, Goddess of the Sun and Stars

Most would hesitate to call Phol-phoram a dragon, though her appearance certainly suggests it. A huge winged reptilian form, her wings are full of bright points of light. Her gaze is said to be brighter than mortals can bear, though few accounts of her manifestations exist. Dragonborn are her most frequent worshippers, though strangely some goblins are drawn to the Goddess's power. Her blessings are subtle and far-reaching.


Imaunte, God(dess?) of Fate

Imaunte is a figure long-shrouded in mystery. While rumors of Kyrophius's deeds are bountiful, hardly anything at all is known about Imaunte. Several ancient spells bear his name, all dealing with the manipulation of mortal minds, a fact not lost on current-day scholars. Some speculate that Imaunte was once a mortal, or at least took the mortal form on Mote, but in truth nothing is known. Few if any temples devoted to Imaunte exist today, though small unattended shrines can be found in larger cities.


Hurak, God of Decay

The numbers of Hurak's followers have dwindled over the years, and some suggest that the god has left Mote, or no longer exists, or maybe never did. Still, those who follow the path of evil often seek out his "boons," such as they are. Hurak is rumored to look like a great horned troll, surrounded by a wreath of agonized souls, forever separated from their bodies. Needless to say, worship of Hurak is not for the weak-stomached, and finding one of his temples is difficult at best.


Korossos, God of Beasts

Korossos is by most standards a minor god, but he is revered among those humans who dwell in the wild places of Mote. In the few graphical representations that exist, he is depicted as a golden tiger with razor-sharp claws. It is said that a shred of this god's spirit dwells in all wild creatures, and that he can reach out to followers through those beasts. Of course, most civilized individuals on Mote disregard all of this as worthless human superstition. After all, beasts are just beasts.


Loshkut, Goddess of Protection

Loshkut is a more or less forgotten deity, one whose presence has been neither seen nor felt on Mote for many aeons. It is said that she aided the Allied forces that struck down Chamulsep and his lieutenants, and that she shielded the world from his fell influence as it grew. However, there are few if any temples to her today, and there is no consistent image of the goddess. Some scholars now debate whether or not she existed at all, or if she was simply an inspiring metaphor used by the Allied troops as they charged toward their fate.


Tempecomt, God of Sea and Storms

Mostly amongst sailors or those who frequent the seas is this vicious god known. Easily angered and a reveler in chaos, Tempecomt enjoys antagonizing anyone who dares set sail on his domain, and making the seas as dangerous as possible to cross. As such, many sailors make offerings and prayers to Tempecomt before any journey onto the seas, even if they worship another god. The more devout have extensive rituals, and will even kill and cast overboard anyone blasphemers to avoid the god's wrath. He has reportedly been seen frolicking through more severe storms, resembling some kind of tentacled Dragonborn.
